Rodolfo D. Torres is a professor of Urban and Regional Planning at The University of California, Irvine, where he is also Director of Urban Studies. A past visiting professor of Sociology and Adam Smith Foundation Fellow at the University of Glasgow. Professor Torres is author and editor of fifteen books, including *Latino Metropolis*, *Savage State: Welfare Capitalism & Inequality*, and most recently *Latinos and Education*. He is co-author of two forthcoming books, *Multicultural Apocalypse* to be published by Oxford University Press, and *The Latino Question: Laboring Classes, and the Next Left* by Pluto Press.

**College of Educational Studies Research Forum**

Saturday, January 25th 2014
Argyros Forum 206 ABC
4:30 pm – Lecture  
6:00pm – Book Signing and PhD Student Meetings
RSVP: ces@chapman.edu